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Abstrmct 
RF properties of a 500 MHz damped cavity for a 2.0 

GeV high-brilliant VUV-SX storage ring were investigated. 
The feature of the cavity is that beam ducts with large 
diameter are attached to the cavity and that a part of the beam 
ducts is made of Sic. The higher-order modes (HOM’s), 
which propagate out from the cavity through the beam duct, 
are damped by the SIC parts. .4 prototype cavity made of 
aluminum was fabricated to measure the RF characteristics of 
the cavity and two types of SIC ducts were tested. It was 
confirmed that these SIC ducts strongly reduce the Q-values 
of HOM’s in the cavity. In order to estimate wall heating 01 
the SIC ducts, we measured the loss parameters of the SIC 
ducts using the wire method with the synthetic pulse 
technique 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A 2.0-GeV electron/positron storage ring for high 
brilliant synchrotron radiation experiment in the region of 
soft x-rav and vacuum ultraviolet is being designed at the 
Institute for Solid State Physics of the University of Tokyo in 
collaboration with the Photon Factory at KEK (National 
Laboratory for High Energy Physics). The VW-SX storage 
ring is aimed at obtaining a low emittance of several nmarad 
and maximum beam current of 400 mA. The detailed 
description of the storage ring is given in ref. [l]. As one of 
the R&D’s for the storage ring, we have designed a new 
cavity which has a simple damped structure. and carried out 
its low power test on a prototype model. 

In order to reduce the HOM’s impedance, beam ducts 
with large diameter are attached to the cavity and a part of the 
beam ducts is made of a Sic. Since the frequency of 
accelerating mode is sufficiently below the cutoff frequency 
of the beam duct, the accelerating field is fully trapped in the 
cavity. On the other hand, the HOM’s, of which frequencies 
are above the cutoff frequency of the beam duct, are damped 
by the Sic region. 

The Schematic of a quadrant of the designed cavity is 
shown in Fig. 1. The cavity shape was optimized with 
SUPERFISH and URMEL. In these calculations, the power 
loss of HOM’s on the Sic duct was estimated by taking into 
account the conductivity of the Sic’s, Small nose cones are 
effective not only to increase the shunt impedance of 
accelerating mode but also to prevent the accelerating field 
from reaching to the Sic region. 

Table 1 shows the parameters of RF system of the 
VUV-SX storage ring. 
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Figure 1 : Schematic view of the cavity. 

-7 ‘able 1 : RF parameters 
Frequency 
Harmonic number 
Energy loss I turn 
Bunch length (Crb) 
Number of the cavity 
Gap voltage 
Bucket height 
Shunt impedance (R,) 
Unloaded Q 

#f the VUV-SX storage rin 
500 MHz 

624 
213.8 keV 

13.3 ps 
3 

0.5 MV 
3.0 % 

7.68 MR 
44000 

2. LOW POWER MEASUREMENTS ON 
THE PROTOTYPE CAVITY 

Three types of beam duct were prepared for the IOM 
power test. One duct was made of aluminum and the other 
two ducts were made of Sic. A type of Sic duct is made of 
TPSS(“reaction-bonded Sic”, Toshiba Ceramics) and its 
resistivity is about 0.2-0.4 SLcm in the frequency range 
between 1.5 GHz and 4.5 GHr. The other type of SIC duct is 
made of CERASIC-B(“pressurcless sintered Sic”. Toshiba 
Ceramics) and its resistivity is 20 ilcm in the same frequency 
region. The TPSS duct is 135 mm long and two TPSS ducts 
were installed in each side of the cavity as shown in Fig. 1. 
Then the SIC part was positioned at 230 mm away from the 
cavity center, On the other hand, CERASIC-B duct is 98 mm 
long and since its resistivity is larger than TPSS. only one 
CERASIC-B duct was installed in each side of cavity 300 
mm away from the cavity center. The RF characteristics of 
both fundamental and HOM’s were measured using a network 
analyzer (HP85 100. 

2.1 Field distribution 
The field distribution in the cavity was measured with 

the method of perturbation technique[2,3,4]. For longitudinal 
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modes, a metallic sphere was used as a field perturbing 
object, while for the transverse modes a stainless needle was 
used. The sphere was moved on-axis and the needle was 
moved at a radial offset of 20 mm. A measured result of the 
fundamental mode is shown in Fig. 2. The value of Rs/Q. 
obtained from the field distribution, was 16R!J and the value 
calculated by SUPERFISH was 177!J We measured the field 
distributions of all longitudinal HOM’s below the cutoff 
frequency of Ihe 80 mmd duct, and the field distributions of 
some of transverse HOM’s. The measured field distributions 
well agree with those calculated by SUPERFISH and 
URMEL. Figure 3 shows a measured example of a 
longitudmal HOM (TMO-ME-15 according to the URMEL 
notation) 
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Figure 2 : Field distribution of the 
accelerating mode. 
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Figure 3 : An example of the field distribution 
of a longitudinal HOM. 

2.2 @idue mtuwement 
The measured resonant frequencies and Q-values are 

summarked in Table 2 and Table 3. The measured and 
calculated Q-values are denoted as Qm and Qc, respectively. 
For the calculations, we assumed that the resistivity for Al 
alloy is .5.0~10-~ ficm, for TPSS 0.3 Rem and for 
CERASIC-B 20 !kn. As seen in these tables, the measured 
Q-values are consistent with calculated ones. 

The Q-values for most of HOM’s were largely reduced 
in the case of the SIC ducts. Since the resistivity of the 
CERASIC-B is larger than that of TPSS, CERASIC-B is 
more suitable than TPSS for our purpose. 

3. LOSS PARAMETER MEASUREMEK’I‘S 
OF THE SIC DUCTS 

The wall heating due to ohmic loss in the Sic duct is 
one of the important problems for our cavity. We measured 
the loss parameters of the Sic ducts by using the wire method 
with the synthetic pulse technique[5,6]. The span of the 
bunch length Ob is ranging from 23.0 ps to 7X.0 ps in this 
measurement. The results are shown in Fig. 4 and 5. The 
solid curves are the loss parameters calculated by [7]: 

k&k; I Re (Z(w) Je-020idw, 

0 
where Z(W) is the impedance of the duct and we assumed it to 
be resistive wall impedance[8]: 

Z(w)=(l+i)L. 
2n&bo 

Here 6 is the skin depth, 0 the conductivity of the duct. The b 
and L are radius of the duct and its length. As shown in the 
figures, the measured loss parameters are well reproduced by 
these simple formulae. 
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Figure 4 : Loss parameter of the TPSS duct. Figure 4 : Loss parameter of the TPSS duct. 
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Figure 5 : Loss parameter of the CERASIC-B duct. 
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Table 2 : Summary of Q-values for Al and TPSS ducts. 

TPSS 3UCL 
Rr;q.(MHz) urn 0. On% UC 
702.93 24mo 30000 22000 27000 
7z3*.cl6 mm0 33MO 24000 28000 
885.81 L8ooO 2.5000 l2cmO 14cQo 
1189.6 2.000 31000 - 1500 
121B.Z 39oocl 49000 290” 
1276.8 18000 21000 200 210 
1287.3 15000 lSoo0 
1305.9 lr3ooa 2oooo 130 ,z:: 

1363.7 18000 2cxmo 210 17” 

1388.5 17000 21mo 18” 150 
14sc3.5 17000 23000 270 220 
1502.1 3M)oO 3BMO 510 490 
1528.6 3ooOO 33000 1300 690 
1547.9 19000 24000 4t30 370 

1581.1 31000 3.500” 640 ‘t7cl 
1635.Ll 2m 28000 410 340 
1685.3 23coo 27000 290 320 
1748.8 2100 2DMO 3YO 340 
1798.9 2PcmG 27000 540 410 
1850.1 - 7.5000 33000 2.5000 
1889.3 2Kmo 33wo 550 *50 
t.vt?*.o 21000 27LQo SC” 580 
1945.9 - 35coo 960 160 
L986.0 24coo 30000 60” 47” 

Table 3 : Summary of Q-values for CERASIC-B duct. 

2471.9 
2553.8 
2590.0 
2612.0 
2645.7 
2695.9 

90 
170 

For the design value of bunch length of VW-SX ring, 
the loss parameter of the CERASIC-B duct is calculated to be 
-0.3 V/PC. In addition to the ohmic loss, there is wall heating 
caused by HOM losses. According to a rough estimation of 
the HOM losses, SIC duct should be water-cooled in single- 
bunch operation of the VUV-SX storage ring. 

4. ON-GOING R&D 

For the result of this low power test, we decided that 
we use CERASIC-B as the HOM’s absorber of the damped 
cavity. The low power study of the prototype model is still in 
progress, in particular to optimize the cavity shape and the 
position and length of the CERASIC-B section. And then, 
the effects of the tuner and coupler on the RF characteristics 
will be investigated using the prototype. In addition, we are 
also fabricating a high power model of the cavity. A high 
power test of the CERASIC-B duct is well under way. 

ms~cm mode 
g2yi$MW urn us 

22000 28000 
785.99 23ooo 3ocQcl 
9.95 .‘I2 L2MO ,400o 
Ifl3S.O 50” so0 
1215.8 - 142” 
1278.7 130 
1302.8 30 
1393.3 70 40 
1447.8 110 60 
1508.4 190 130 
1520.0 790 840 
1558.8 37” 2.50 
1602.5 1770 130 
1648.5 100 90 
1728.9 100 100 
1779.9 16” 120 
1845.2 3300 
1855.!3 200 I.50 
1872.0 240 180 
1945.0 210 23” 
1989.0 1.5” 140 
2014.0 620 470 
2076.0 Isa 170 
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